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Extended Abstract
Song lyrics are rich in meaning. They convey concepts of love, life, death, politics, and religion,
amongst others [1]. Lyrics can also communicate moral messages as a call to action for societal
changes, such as promoting peace [2] and supporting marginalised groups [3], but also to
promote (or protest) sexism and gender discrimination [4]. Analysing the content of song lyrics
can thus help measure changes in cultural norms, emotions, and values. Between 1971 and 2011,
for example, there were more Billboard Hot 100 hits focusing on lust in the absence of love than
there were songs with a (pure) love theme [5]. Between 1955 and 2003, Billboard No. 1 songs
with a focus on the future and greater mention of social processes and intergroup themes were
more popular during periods of threatening social and economic conditions [6]. Sexist content
and gender bias increased from 1960 to 2010, especially among male artists and for popular
songs appearing in Billboard charts [4].

For this work, we examined how moral expressions, narratives, and sentiments of the songs
have evolved through different periods with respect to artist gender and music genres. We
queried the WASABI database [7] and collected all solo artists’ English song lyrics published
between 1960 and 2010, resulting in 375,521 songs. We further retrieved Billboard Hot 100
weekly charts for identifying popular songs within the WASABI data. We analysed imprints of
morality in the lyrics using the MoralStrength lexicon, which holds a novel performance in pre-
dicting moral valence in text across five traits: Care/Harm, Fairness/Cheating, Loyalty/Betrayal,
Authority/Subversion, and Purity/Degradation [8]. Then we applied a topic modelling approach
based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to discover common patterns in the lyrics narratives.
Additionally, we examined the sentiment variations of the song lyrics using the VADER (Valence
Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner) model.

Preliminary results showed that the relative fraction of songs using moral rhetoric has
increased over time. Lyrics expressing ethics of fairness and authority were especially prominent
in hip-hop songs by male artists. This resonates with the evolution of rap and hip-hop musical
styles on Billboard charts [9]. Female artists’ communicated the value of care more frequently in
their songs, especially in the 70s and 90s, possibly in response to anti-war and anti-discrimination
movements of the time. Further, lyrics expressing virtues of sanctity and purity were most
prevalent in the early 80s, 90s, and early to mid-2000s.

Regarding lyrics narratives, we obtained nine topics related to introspection; love; desire;
death, fear and violence; aggression; life changes and transitions; nature; emotional vulnerability;
and rhythm and movement. Some notable differences in how male and female artists have
approached these themes over the years can be observed. Female artists, for example, have
increasingly emphasised introspective self-expression in their lyrics, particularly after the 90s.
On the other hand, male artists seem to have shifted away from introspection and towards
displays of vulgarity and dominance. This trend may reflect broader cultural implications related
to authentic ideals of masculinity in hip-hop culture [10]. Further, songs about love, more
frequent among female artists, have generally decreased over time.
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We observed a considerable increase in negative words and a decrease in positive words in
the lyrics throughout the analysed period, suggesting that songs have become more pessimistic
or critical over time. The song lyrics of female artists consistently had a higher proportion of
positive words, while negative terms were nearly equal for both genders. Rock music had the
most increase in negatively loaded lyrics, especially after the 80s, possibly due to its role as a
unifying force for protests and social movements related to issues of race, gender, sexuality, and
peace during that time.

By examining changes in moral expressions and narratives and the sentiment of songs across
different times, we can uncover intriguing details about the ways in which lyrics respond to
evolving gender roles and other cultural shifts. Ultimately, our findings highlight the cultural
significance of song lyrics and their important role in shaping our understanding of societies and
worldviews.
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Figure 1: Yearly fraction of songs by characterised by high Authority and Fairness by male and
female solo artists, and songs in Billboard charts. Dashed lines are raw fractions of songs, solid
lines a median filter with window = 5 years.

Figure 2: Yearly fraction of songs by characterised by Love and Aggression Themes by male
and female solo artists, and songs in Billboard charts. Dashed lines are raw fractions of songs,
solid lines a median filter with window = 5 years.
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